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JOHN A. CHERBERG 
John Cherberg, you are a public servant whose leadership has greatly benefited the citizens of Washington State. 
You have been dedicated, tireless and unstinting in your service as Lieutenant Governor of the State of 
Washington for over 29 years and are now serving in your eighth consecutive term. In the state capitol you are 
known, in the words of one legislator, for your "wisdom, grace and fairness." 
Since 1975 you have promoted goodwill abroad and opened new vistas for international trade with a number of 
Pacific Rim nations, improving trade and tourism for Washington State. 
In addition to your service as chair of the State Senate, you currently chair the Senate Rules Committee, the Joint 
Legislative Committee on International Trade and Tourism, and serve on the Washington Higher Education 
Facilities Authority. Without question, it was your personal interest and support which made possible the passage 
of legislation creating the Facilities Authority, already so beneficial to Seattle University and the other inde-
pendent universities in the state. 
Your multitude of civic accomplishments, charitable acts, and prestigious awards form a living testimonial to your 
unparalleled service to this state. 
Upon you, John A. Cherberg, Seattle University proudly confers the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa. 
GEORGE TSUTAKAWA 
George Tsutakawa, you are a Seattle artist whose wondrous fountains and sculptures have given us unmatched 
beauty. 
As a sculptor, you have integrated formal design with the spontaneity of movement to create a new style that has 
brought you worldwide renown as the "master of fountains." 
Since you received your first fountain sculpture commission more than 25 years ago, you have created what is 
believed to be a world record total of over 50 major fountains in the United States, Canada and Japan. 
Your artistry blends the purifying, healing and peaceful qualities of water with smooth, flowing designs that 
enhance many different environments. 
You have also dedicated your life to sharing your special gifts with others through a teaching career at the 
University of Washington. 
For thousands of people from so many parts of the world, your artistry has been a constant source of joy. 
Upon you, George Tsutakawa, Seattle University proudly confers the degree of Doctor of Humanities, honoris 
causa. 
GWENDOLYN BROOKS 
Gwendolyn Brooks, you are a poet who has captivated readers with your vision of urban life in our country, 
enabling them to grasp a new understanding of the city and its people. 
As the Consultant in Poetry to the Library of Congress, the first black woman to hold that honor, you bring to 
the position a fresh perspective and promise not fully explored in years past. 
Through readings, workshops, and devoted individual attention, you have encouraged young people, especially 
minority youth, to explore poetry as an art form and as a way to communicate their feelings and observations. 
Your work has been rightfully recognized with many prestigious honors, including the Pulitizer Prize for your 
book of poems, Annie Allen, two Guggenheim Fellowships, and an American Academy of Arts and Letters 
Award. Following in the footsteps of Carl Sandburg, you have served as Poet Laureate of your home state of 
Illinois. 
You have used your artistry as a vehicle to express the need for all people to make a commitment to serve society 
and to work for justice. 
Upon you, Gwendolyn Brooks, Seattle University proudly confers the degree of Doctor of Humanities, honoris 
causa. 
Six 
College of Arts and Sciences 
G. DAvID POLLICK, Ph.D., Dean 
RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD STEPHANIE BERNADErrE JOCUMS 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. Selection is based upon the student's total 
contribution to academic life and is made by the department chairpersons and program directors of the College. The two 
volume compact edition of the Oxford English Dictionary is given as the award which honors the memory of Dr. Richard 
P. Hickey, professor of English, a beloved and respected teacher at the University from 1947 until his death in 1968. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
RIMA ABU-ALHASHEM VIcToRIA ANNE EMERSON RACHELLE MARIE JOY-KURTZ 
ANDRES ACOBA, Ja. magna curn laude magna cum laude 
JODI LYNN ANABLE LEANNE MICHELE ERDELBROCK MICHAEL ANTHONY KANE* 
cuin laude JENNIFER ANN EWERS GREGORY JOHN KEEGAN*# 
STEVEN DAVID AURAND magna cum laude COLLEEN MARIE KELLEY 
MICHAEL A. BARRETF LALAINE GARCIA FAUSTINO cum laude 
ROBERT LESTER KASEL BELL ELIZABETH ANNE FIELD SEAN Q. KELLY 
cum laude BRENDA MARIE FLUETSCH sum ma cum laude 
WHITNEY ANNE BENNETF LYNN FISHER FLYNN JEFFERSON L. KENNELLY 
COLLEEN MARIE BENZINGER cum laude JULIA WARING KRICK 
ALLISON ANN BERGERON* MARY HELEN FORBES ARMAND CONAN LAPOINTE* 
LISA MARIE BINDARA* STEVEN PAUL FRAMPTON GINA HESOOK LEE 
SUZANNE MARIE BORGERT RUTH MARIE FRANCIS* NANCY LEWIS 
magna cum laude MILDRED ALIG GABO LISA MARIA LLANA5 
MICHELLE RENEE BRENNAN magna cum laude cum laude 
CAROL ANN BUSER LISA KAYE GAUTHIER AMANDA BIDDLE LOOK 
magna cum laude KERRY MEGAN GODES DARREN MICHAEL LUCCHINI 
CLARENCE CARTER cum laude CAROL WAK WAK LUCEI 
MARVIN Rurus CARTER ERIC SHANE GOULD CONSTANCE E. LUCIANO 
MARK C. CHANEN* ROBERT JAMES GRAHAM summa cum laude 
CONRAD JOSEPH CHAVEZ summa cum laude JOAN THERESA MAGILL 
cum laude NELSY MIRELLA GUTIERREZ PATRICIA ANN MAGNUSSON 
TAMARA MARIE CHIN KATHRYN J. HAGEL JANET CHRISTINE MAHONEY 
LEILA CHRISTIANSEN CLARKE WILLIAM HAMMERSLEY ALLEN JAY MCBRIDE 
CHRISTOPHER LEO CLEMENTS cum laude ANA CRISTINA MCCLEARY 
SUSAN DIANNE COLLINS DAVID MARK HANKINS DIANE LESLIE MCCLEAVE 
MAUREEN ELLIOTr COOPER cum laude magna cum laude 
JOSEPH DELLWO LISA Jo HARTQUIST CHARLES WILLIAM MCCLEMENT 
MARISSA BERNARDO DEL ROSARIO GORDON LEE HEGGINS SHEILA ANN MCEVOY* 
NIKKI ANNE de RELLE BERTINA MARIA HILLINGA* JERRY MICHAEL MCKAY 
PHILIP SAMUEL DICK THOMAS AQUINAS HOFFER LAURIE DIANE MELTON 
KRISTEN ANN DIDRICKSON ELIZABETH ESKA HORowrrz JOHN MICHAEL MERLINO* 
MARIA FLORENTYNA DILORENZO MIREILLE HUNT JANE MARGARET MIDDLETON 
summa cum laude DOREEN CHRISTINE HUNTER* SANDRA MICHELLE MINGS 
ANDREW OWEN DOLBECK DONNA LOU JACK cum laude 
magna curn laude cum laude YASUMASA MIYAZAKI 
KEVIN PATRICK DONNELLY ROBERT B. JACKSON cum laude 
cum laude MELISSA JANE JACOBSON FRANCIS JAMES MORTON 
NINA MARIA DURANTE cum laude TERESA MARY MULLIGAN 
MARY KATHLEEN EBERDT STEPHANIE BERNADETFE JOCUMS ANTHONY Scorr MYERS 
magna cum laude summa curn laude KAY MARIE NAIRN 
HENRY ANDREW ECKSTEIN ELIZABETH ANN JOHNSON ELIZABETH ANN NEESON 
magna cum laude magna cum laude magna cum laude 
LAURA MARIE ELLISON MASAYUKI NISHIKAWA* 
cum laude ROBERT F. NOE 
BERNARD PATRICK NOLAN 
Seven 
FRED 0. OLSEN WILLIAM EDMOND ROSENDIN DANIELLE MARIE VANTREECK 
JOHN PATRICK O'MALLEY ESPERANZA SAN NICOLAS SABLAN magna cum laude 
Roy FRANK OMAN, JR. JOHN JAY SAILoRs CASEY VERNON VIECELI 
cum laude BONNIE MARIE SCHAEFFER JENNIFER LEE VIERLING 
STEPHEN H. O'NEIL NANCY LEANNE SCHULTZ DIANE M. VINSON 
CUCHULLAINE M. O'REILLY magna cum laude magna cum laude 
ANDREW EDUARD Orr RONALD E. SERGI DEAN MICHAEL VISSER 
cum laude PATRICIA COLLEEN CHAFFIN SHAPIRO magna cuin laude 
SARAH OWENS rnagna cum laude KENNETH PAUL VOGEL 
MYUNG-SOOK PARK SHEILA MARIE SHEWEY CHRISTINA DIANNE WAALI 
DIANE SERENA PAYNE* magna cum laude JOHN LAWRENCE WALTERS 
ROBERT CHARLES PHILLIPS# CHARLES L. SMITH CAROLINE P. WANAMAKER 
magna cum laude KELLY LYNN SPURLOCK PETER ALEXANDER WARNEK 
MICHELE ANNE PHILLIPS* DEBRA A. STANISCIA magna cum laude 
KARIN BAGNALL POAGE GENEVIEVE MARIE STEFFANY VALERIE ANN WESTCOTT* 
magna cum laude PAMELA LOUISE STERN KAREN ELAINE WHITNEY 
REBECCA LYNN PURDUM* SHEILA NANCY TESSEM EDIE ANN WILCH 
DEON Guy RADELMILLER CHRISTIANE DORA THOMSEN cum laude 
ERIN MARIE RANEY L0RI ELIZABETH TOMCZYK* CONNIE JEANNE WILSON 
inagna cum laude STEPHEN DOUGLAS TRINEN VENTRIS WOODs 
MARY T. RANGE PATRICIA VERONICA TURNER JOHN SPENCER GUY WORDEN 
DOUGLAS ROBERT RICHARDSON CUfl laude curn laude 
ANN EVA RIEDEL PATRICIA JEAN UNFRED VONNE NOELL WORTH 
cum laude niagna cum laude LUOTH YIN 
JEFFREY Scorr ROBERTSON* JOAN ELIZABETH VAN DYKE EVEREYr L. YOUNG 
TRACY ANDREA ROBLES curn laude 
# Two B.A. Degrees Awarded 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HUMANITIES 
PATRICK THOMAS BRADLEY 	 HOLLY FRANCESCA HOMAN* 	 TERESA ANN MORRISON 
DEBORAH ANN FURNIA 	 LAURIE ANN HONZEL 	 LINDA NJEGOVAN 
curn laude 	 KATHRYN LEE HULETZ BRIAN WALSH ROONEY* 
JULIET BAUGHN GUSTAVSON 	 KAREN LYNN KANE* 	 ARIc RICHARD SCHWAN 
summa cum laude 	 STEPHEN V. MATUSIK 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
SUSAN E. BURGESS JUDIE ANN KALLENBERGER MARIE HELEN VARTANIAN 
JOAN ENGEL FILE ROBERT L. McINT0SH* magna curn laude 
magna cum laude EDWARD MILLER PAULA STEINER WREDE 
HESBA RICKETFS FREEMAN HERMANN JAMES SCANLAN MARGARET LUETrE YOUNG 
ROGER GEORGE TERRI A. TOKUDA* KATRINA E. ZASINSKA* 
surnma cum laude DONNA LEE ZWEEKHORST* 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE 
WANDA LEE AKERS JoN.I VIRGINIA HULIN RUTH ANN RILEY 
MIRIAMROSE D. BAXA surnrna cum laude FRANK ARTHUR SIEFKEN 
RODNEY DAVIS EVELYN ELEANOR JACOBSEN magna cum laude 
DAVID JOHN HARACZ cum laude JENNIFER PAIGE VELLING 
EVANGELINE FAYLONA HIPOLITO 	 NOEL MARIE JONES SUSAN MARIE WARO* 
BARTON KEITH JORDAN YOSHIYUKI YANAI 
MARSHA MARIE MEYERS 
*partic ipating  in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete. 
Eight 
IBRAHIM SEAF AL-MANNAI 
MOOTAZ S. ALMANSOUR* 
ALl M. ALNAIMI* 
VICKIE LEE ANTHONY 
BRIAN J. BAGLEY 
WALTER MATHEW BEGLAU 
magna cum laude 
SALAH MOHAMMED BEK1-IIET 
JAMES S. BOYD 
ANGELA DENISE COLEMAN 
JOEL KEVIN ESKES 
BACHELOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
NANCY LEE FERNANDES ANDREW PETIIT 
MONICA JESUS GUERRERO Hoy POOLE ROBINSON 
magna cum laude SONYA LAGENE SACKS 
JEFFREY EDWARD HALL magna cum laude 
cum laude JOSEPH PAUL SCARPELLO 
ANNE KAARINA KAUMI MONICA SYRAALYA 
cum laude cum laude 
JAMES M. LARSEN TROY TERRIEN 
DAVID JOHN MOHR DEIDRE CELINE YOST 
DIANE-MICHELE OcnoA 
magna cum laude 
ARABELLA AMBAY ALVAREZ 
MARY E. DIXON 
magna curn laude 
Jo ANNE ELIZABETH EPPING 
summa cznn laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
LAWRENCE DAVID MURPHY 	 MIKE R. ROTUNNA 
magna curn laude 	 GIGI MARIE WAHAM 
JAMES NORMAN PARKER* 	 TODD WILLIAM WALLER 
BIRGIT ANNE PETERSEN 
magna cum laude 
participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete. 
Nine 
Albers School of Business 
JOHN D. ESHELMAN, Ph.D., Dean 
PAUL A. VOLPE AWARD 
	
DEBORAH K. Scorr 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the Albers School of Business. Selection is based on academic excellence 
and contributions to the School, the University, and the community. The award is in memory of Paul A. Volpe, Dean of 
the School of Business from its inception in 1945 until 1961. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
ERIC D. AASNESS MICHAEL CHARLES CURL GEORGE HUMPHREY 
JOSHUA ISSAC ADLER* GREGORY GEORGE DAQUILA CHRISTINE ANN IDE 
SCOrE ALAN ALEXANDFR* JOHN RICHARD DAVIS* CHRISTIA D. Iio 
ABDULRAHMAN RASHED AL-RASHED MICHAEL DAVY SHUNICHI JNOUE 
GRACE MARIE GALLARDO AREVALO cum laude Scorr EDWARD IZUTSU 
MICHAEL PHILIP ARIANS JULIE CHRISTINE DEARMAN ALLEN RONALD JESSUP 
magna cum laude magna curn laude JOKULL H. JOHANNESSON 
DENISE ANN ATKINS RICHARD JAY DEGROOT GEOFFREY FORD JOLLY 
KATHY KRISTINE AvoLlo cum laude PIMKWAN JONGJITIRAT 
BASIL MARCUS BADLEY JONI LEE DEIERLING GUDMUNDUR JOHANN JONSSON 
CRAIG EARL BAER summa cum laude LORI POPEJOY KAY 
BErrY J. BATAYOLA JAMES C. DICKINSON* curn laude 
Orro E. BAUER, JR. JULIE J. DRAGOVICH CLARISSA H. KIM* 
DAVID RYAN BEHRNDT MARCI LYNN DRAY* LAURA JOAN KOBE 
ANNA BERMAN GAIL E. ELESARKE THOMAS GRESHAM KOBE 
STEVEN MICHAEL BENSON SUZAN JOANN ELLIS* ANNY SUET-VT KONG* 
GARY L. BLESIE DOUGLAS L. ENG MONIKA REN9 KRESSNER* 
ARTHUR JAMES BORLAND STEVEN P. ERICKSON JULIE ANN KURPEWSKI* 
cum laude LETICIA G. ESTUDILLO JOYCE LACKIE-ASTELL 
GEORGE STEPHEN BOYKO STEVEN ROBERT FANTELLO magna cum laude 
JAMES DAVID BRETF* CHARLES FARRINGTON KATHLEEN ANN LANDAU 
MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER BROGAN CECILIA MARIE FARRIS KELLY EUGENE LANG 
BRYAN LEE BRUNETFE SUSAN BETH GARRETE tnagna cum laude 
COLLETFE JEAN BUCHEA summa cum laude RONALD JOSEPH LANGE 
H. MARYANN BUDLONG STEPHEN JOHN GERRISH PETER W. LEUNG* 
DONALD LEE BURTON KIMBERLY KAY GLOVER ADRIENNE PATRICIA LISOSKIE 
INOLA GUMIRAN CABIAO* JEROLD JOSEPH GOADE, JR. magna curn laude 
MARIA D. CADIENTE curn laude TOD HERBERT LOCKARD 
JOHN CALLAGHAN THOMAS F. GORHAM magna cum laude 
SUSAN LOUISE CAMPBELL cum laude STEPHEN TOWNSEND LONG 
magna curn laude KURT ALLEN GREMMERT* KAREN MARIE LOWRY 
SCARLETr T. CAVA STEVEN JAMES GUNDERSON summa CU7fl laude 
EDDIE K. CHAN KAREN KAY HAMMERSMITH DEBORAH DAVINA LUND 
cum laude MARTIN I. HARDIMAN, JR, curn laude 
AMPHAVANH CHITFANANONH* JANE TRAXINGER HARNESS BRADLEY EDWARD LYON 
DONNA LYNN CHOW GAY C. HATFIELD JULIE ANNE MACDONALD 
JOSEPHINE Hol-MAN CHU* rnagna cum laude cum laude 
MICHELE M. CHUN VIRGINIA RUSSELL HAWKINS DAVID ROGERS MACMILLAN 
GREG A. CLAYPOOL NEiL A. HAYWARD ALEX E. MALESIS* 
SARA BETH CLEVELAND EDWIN JOHN HELMON ROBERT C. MANING 
REBECCA LYN COHEN EVA BERYL HEON DAVID CHARLES MARTIN 
DENNIS SCOrE COLAR cum laude MARY LYNN MCAULIFFE* 
WILLIAM ANTHONY Cox PAUL JOSEPH HERBORD KAY LYNN McCoy 
CESAR ATIENZA CRISOSTOMO JAMES CONRAD HICKS KATHLEEN M. MCCULLOUGH 
LON S. CROSSLIN JANE WENCHI HSIAO* MARK JOHN MCDADE 
Ten 
KERRY MICHAEL MCKORKLE SHYLA LYNN PEARCE ATIK WIKARTA SURYAATMADJA 
ALAN JOSEPH MCLACHLAN PIERRE MARK PEREBOOM JULIE SACHIKO SUYAMA 
MELINDA MILLS MEDLEY TRACY LUCILLE PETERSON CHRISTINE ANN SWENSON* 
STEVEN TAKUMI MIKAMI LINDA DOOTSON PIGorr MUNEHIRO TANAKA 
ELIZABETH JILL MILESTONE GLENN SOTO PINGUL PAULA YVETTE TAYLOR 
DOUGLAS JAMES MITCHESON THOMAS EDWARD PLANTE SAMUEL ALOYSIOUS TAYLOR 
SUSAN YUMIKO MIYAMOTO* SHONAGH JEAN PLEAS WILLIAM J. TAYLOR* 
THERESA MARIE MOELLER KIM MARIE PLISCHKE DAVID PAUL TOM 
cum laude WILMA J. QUINT JANELLE MARIE TOMLAN 
MARY EILEEN MOORE PETER JAMES RADWICK THERESA SISON TONSAY* 
MICHAEL EUGENE MOORE JULIE D. RANEY* DEBORAH KAY TRUDGEON 
magna curn laude KAREN JOAN REA* LUCI ELIZABETH TUDOR 
SUSAN MARIE MORAN EDLITO SANGA REYES VICTORIA LISA TUREL 
JOHN JOSEPH MORETFI MONICA MARIE ROARK cum laude 
SUSAN B. MORGAN JERRY DARLENE R0BBINs ALICE RUMI UTSUNOMIYA 
magna cum laude PAMELA WYNN ROF.LKER JOAN ELIZABETH VAN DYKE 
SALLY RENEE MORRIS FRANK A. ROKosz* cum laude 
DIANA LYNNE MORRISON DAVID FRANCIS Ross FELIX VARTAN 
OSCAR RANDALL MRAZ KATI-IALEEN JOEL RYAN NONGLAK VIRAMETEEXUL* 
ROI-LYNN MUNSEY MELISSA JANE SABLAN KENNETH PAUL VOGEL 
PATRICK T. MURPHY JASMY SADAN SAd KAREN LYNN WELCH 
cum laude MEHDL SALEHI MINA ANN WHALEN* 
SHARON LYNN MURRAY RONALD J.K.M. SAM* G. TODD WILLIAMS* 
ELIZABETH MARGRETHA NAVrCHI BARTOLOME N. SANTIAGO RHONDA RENE9 WILLIAMS 
magna cum laude DEBORAH K. SCOTT BARBARA LEB WING WONG 
ZOHREH NASSERSAEED summa cum laUde ELIZABETH L. W. WONG 
YUKIE K. NELSON* ELLEN WARNER Scorr magna cum laude 
DOLLY NG PAULA MARIE SEGALE* MICHAEL WONG 
cum laude C. VANCE SHANNON RUSSELL JOHN WRIGHT 
DENNIS PAUL OBERMEIER SUZAN MARY SHAYLER cum laude 
JOHN HARRINGTON O'LEARY BRIAN P. SILKWORTH AMY JANE YACKULIC 
MARILYN L. OLSON CHRISTOPHER ScOTT SIMMONS magna cum laude 
ANITA GWENDOLYN ORBAN DAWN MARIE SMALL ELISE MARIE YOUNG 
MADELEINE O'ROURKE SANDRA FORNOLLES SOLON ANGELINA WAI SAN Vu 
magna cum laude DAWNA M. STANFIELD MARGIE MAE ZECH 
ANNE GENEVIEVE OSTOLAZA cum laude KIM ANN ZETFL 
MICHELE YEN-LING PAl BErrY L. STRAND JOHN MICHAEL ZILLEN 
EDNA C. PALCONIT* PATRICIA ANNE STRETFON magna cum laude 
MICHAEL JOHN PALSSON KEITH ALLEN STROBEL ELLEN ANN ZImovICH* 
KATHY ELEN ZITKOVICH 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS 
MICHAEL ALLEN KAVANAUGI-1 ARMSTRONG STEVEN JAMES GUNDERSON JESSE M. PEROS 
ELIZABETH AKINYI AWUOR MARK HOUSTON HALL KIMBERLY LYNN SCHOLES 
BARBARA MARIA BADER* PAUL D. MAGNOi-rO MICHAEL HENRY STEWART 
MARK KEVIN BARKLEY K0JI OHTA RALPH EDWARD WALKER 
LEESA ANN BROWN JOSEPH P. O'ROURKE PATRICK ROBERT WHITE 
JODIE ANN GOSSELIN STEVEN MICHAEL WICK 
participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete. 
Eleven 
School of Education 
JOHN J. GILROY, Ph.D., Dean 
ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA AWARD 	 MARY KATHERINE LAPOINT 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the School of Education by the Dean of the School. Selection is based on 
professional potential as evidenced by a high degree of success in student teaching, academic achievement and service to 
the University. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
ASMAHAN BTE ABD.RAZAK NORHAZILAH BT. HJ.HARUN MATFHEW F. ROGERS* 
ANISAH ABU BAKAR CARMEN ACOB INNES JEANINE R. SHEPHERD 
JAN LUDVIK de LANGE IZAHAM SHAH ISMAIL YUICHI SUZUKI 
MARGARET SEVERN EARI-IART DINO PAUL FRANCIS JOSIE DARCY ELIZABETH VITULLI 
TONI T. ELLIOTT ROSMAWAR BT. KAMARUZZAMAN HASANUDDIN BIN YAHAYA 
CYNTHIA LYNN FERRIS BRET L. LANGRIDGE 
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION 
LANELL LOUISE CROSSER A0KI SHARON MARIE HENDRICKSON MADELINE LOUISE MILLER 
cum laude CORA JEAN HOWARD DAWNMARIE NARDI 
ROBERT CHARLES BArFLE SHANNON ANN HUMMEL JOANNE MCNEARY O'BRIEN 
magna cum laude Scorr MICHAEL JENKINS AMELIA MARIE OLIVEIRA 
WANDA MAE BAYLOR magna cum laude curn laude 
BRYNNE ANN BETrESWORTH BELINDA ANN KENDALL ERIN MARIE RANEY 
JENNIFER LEE BILL* JOHN EDWARD KIRBY magna cum laude 
LISA MARIE BURKE magna aim laude DIANE L. SMITH 
WILLIAM P. BURNS KRISTIN MARY KIRSCHT TERESE LYNN TATE* 
cum laude magna aim laude MARY PATRICIA TEDIN 
HELEN SABUG CAMPOS MARY KATHERINE LAPOINT ERNESTINE GAVIN TINNER 
CHERYL L. COLEMAN* summa cum laude MERLYNDA FUNG Mov TYAU 
ELLEN MARIE DELANEY TANE ANNE LAZZAR* TRAdE LEI UENO 
magna cum laude SUSANNA LEIGH LETOTO KATHE Jo VIRGILLO 
LAUREEN ANN DESMARAIS COLLEEN ANN MACINTYRE L0RI Y. YONEMITSU* 
ALISON ANN EATON JOAN T. MASON ELIZABETH ANN ZANOL 
LYNN KATHRYN MCLAUGHLIN* 
Institute of Public Service 
ESTHER RAY MILLS, Ph.D., Director 
BACHELOR OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
AHMED SALEH ALOSAIMI LAETITIA MARIE JOHNSON DANIEL K. NEETHER 
HELEN S. ATHAN Scorr GORDON KLUGH cum laude 
KATHY L. BEAUMONT* SHANNON T. LANZ DOUGLAS EDWIN PETERSON* 
CECILIA ANN CORDOVA-SANCHEZ CYNTHIA LYNN LORENZO ANNA MARIA PRATA* 
THERESA L. FERNANDEZ TERESA MARIE MAASSEN LISA AMELIA RINNE 
JAMES RENARD GORE cum laude CAMILLA MARY STONEBACK* 
THERESA MONIQUE GUERZON REGINA M. MADRID TIMOTHY EDWARD SZAMBELAN 
CATHERINE MARIE HUBER BERNE ANTON MATHISON MARIO 1-lINojosA TREVIFiO 
BARBARA ANN IVANIS WILLIAM STERLING MINER summa cum laude 
cum laude DAVID VICrOR YEAWORTI-I, JR.* 
Twelve 
School of Nursing 
JANET M. CLAYPOOL, R.N.C., M.N., Interim Dean 
SISTER MARY RUTH NIEHOFF AWARD 
	 LouisE PAJELA AMASOL 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the School of Nursing. Selection is based upon the student's academic 
achievement, excellence in Nursing, and participation in school and community activities, which honors the memory of 
Sister Mary Ruth who was Dean of the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
TERESE NOEL AJER 
.sumrna curn laude 
LOUISE P. AMASOL 
magrza curn laude 
CHRISTINE MIN AN 
FELICIA ANN BEGLIN 
THERESA MARLENE BELL 
cum laude 
NATHAN BALCAM BRANCH 
rnagna cum laude 
KATHRYN ANN BRUCE 
IDA LOUISE CAMPBELL 
BARBARA JEAN CARLSON* 
JOHN P. CARLSON 
cum laude 
WAI MAN FRANCES CHAN 
JULIE E. CONLON 
SARAH WATERS COVINGTON 
ANNE REBECCA FIDLER 
curn laude 
TAMARA LYNN FITZPATRICK 
magna aim laude 
SANDRA A. FLAHERTY 
rnagna curn laude 
NAOMI DEE FOLLANSBEE 
aim laude 
PAMELA LYNNE FREED 
KAZUKO FUJIEDA 
MARY ELISABETH GIBSON 
MARY PATRICIA GREENHECK* 
DEBRA LOUISE GROHS 
rrzagna aim laude 
WENDY LYNN CARTER GRUBBS 
JANET TEPLICKY GULLETFE 
cum laude 
LINDA MARIE HABA 
DIANA LUCILE HARTMAN 
MARIANNE C. KLAAS 
rnagna aim laude 
TAMERA MAE KRAFI- 
KATHRYN ELLEN LEIGH-TAYLOR 
cum laude 
KARl JEAN LETrICH 
magna cum laude 
SHERI YVONNE LEVITCH 
PETER C. LIMBACHER 
JOAN THERESA MAGILL 
DEBORAH ANN MARCHETTI 
KATHLEEN MARIA MARSHALL 
BARBARA JOAN MAXWELL 
AMBER MARIE MCKINLAY 
curn laude 
CATHERINE JANE MCQUEEN 
LAURIE DIANE MELTON 
BARBARA LEE MERRIMAN 
ELEANOR K. MICI-IEL 
NORA HELl M0ES 
magna cum laude 
BRENDA K. MONTGOMERY 
MARGARET MARY MORRISON 
EILEEN MARIE MULCAIRE 
ABEBECH MULUGETA* 
LORI-ANN MURPHY* 
GAYLE LEIKO NAKATSUKASA 
KATHLEEN ANASTASIA NOLAN 
KERRY EILEEN PARSINEN 
LAURA ANNE PEEBLES 
CHARMAINE LEAH FULLER PEKEMA 
magna cum laude 
LAURIAN P. PENNYLEGION 
SARAH MARGARET POSTON 
rnagna cum laude 
MARLEY A. PRESCOTF 
LAUREL MARY ROBINSON 
magna cum laude 
DENISE LARAINE RODGERS 
AMELIA PATRICIA RZONCA 
ELIZABETH lONE SCHAEFER 
KATHLEEN M. SCHOCH 
magna cum laude 
ANNE WESTLING SHIELDS 
magna cum laude 
MARIANNE MITZI SHORT 
BONNIE LYNN SMITH 
cum laude 
SHERYL LYNN STOCK 
JOHN CHRISTIAN TOLFREE 
REBECCA SUE TONNE 
BECKY ANN VIETZ 
DORIE LYNN WALLACE 
MARY ELIZABETH WILKERSON 
cum laude 
MARY KATHLEEN WILKINS 
magna cum laude 
TRACY JEANETrE WILLIAMS 
curn laude 
SHARON LYNN WONG 
cum laude 
aparticipat ing  in ceremoni although degree requirements are not yet complete. 
Thirteen 
School of Science and Engineering 
TERRY J. VAN DER WERFF, D. PHIL., Dean 
REVEREND EDMUND B. MCNULTY, S.J. AWARD 	 GARY EDWARD MUELLER 
Awarded to the graduating engineering student judged as typifying the qualifications of scholarship, leadership, dedication 
and inspiration of Father McNulty, founding Dean of the School of Engineering at Seattle University. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GAIL JULI VERZANI # 
RIMA ABU-ALHASHEM 
MADONNA ROSE BRINKMANN 
KENNETH EDWARD DARCY 
JAN MATFHIAS DENBESTE 
HENRY ANDREW ECKSTEIN 
rnagna aim laude 
REBECCA Jo FRICK 
JEANNE-MARIE RENE GuisE 
cum laude 
CHERYL LYNN CASTILLO 
MICHAEL QUINN KEAST 
magna cum laude 
MICHAEL JOSEPH BALDWIN 
magna cum laude 
ROBERT O'HARA DEMPCY 
It Two B.A. Degrees Awarded 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
CURTIS DEAN HARVEY 
HARIZ BIN HASSAN BAJUNAID 
JEFFREY ELDON KENDALL 
YVONNE S. MUGGLI 
PAUL THOMAS OLSON 
MARY GAYLE ROMERO-LEDER 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY 
CECILIA MARIA LACARA 
TINA MARIE MALETFA 
NORIZAN BINTI MOHAMED IZZUDDIN 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY 
WENDY MAY GEORGE* 
Scorr MICHAEL HAMMERSMITH 
magna cum laude 
THOMAS G. Ross 
LEE KEVIN SHANNON 
SASSAN SOLTANI 
magna cum laude 
SOLEIMAN SOLTANI 
DEIRDRE LYNN TIMMONS 
ERIC C. WAGNER 
CHIZUKO YASUMA 
NORLINDA BTE MOlD S4LLEH 
DEAN M. OHATA 
DAVID EDMOND PHIPPEN 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MICHAEL AARON CHOY 	 DESPINA DIMITRIOS KRoxou 	 ARI LOREN STEINBERG 
ROBERT WAYNE CLARK CHRISTINE Joy LrF 	 ANNE MARIE SWENSON 
REGAN MARSHALL DAVIS* 	 GARY DEAN OAKES YONG-CHIAN TAN 
EVA BERYL HEON 	 DAVID D. SALDIVAR 	 ESTHER WANGADI* 
cum laude 	 SUTILUK SCHMIDT* 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL CHEMISTRY 
JULIE BARNES NELSON 
*pari:cipaz zng  in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete. 
Fourteen 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND 
BRENDA JOYCE ANDREWS ANN ELIZABETH KOKESH NIKTA NAZERI 
REBECCA H. BEHRMAN* cum laude magna cum laude 
CARRIE LYNN CARD SHEILA ANN LEEWENS PAUL JOSEPH SPRINGER 
TERESA ANN HAMPTON* EMERITA LANTIN LUCENO ANITA M. SWIERKOWSKI 
KATHLEEN MARIE KEYSER CYNDI MALINOWSKI NAMDAR-YEGANEH TERRENCE LEIF TYE 
SHANNON MARIE WILLIAMS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
LEONIDAS STYLIANOS ALATSIS PAUL ALAN FIEDLER GARY EDWARD MUELLER 
WALKED ABDULRAHMAN ALAWADHI PATRICK KEMP GLAZE GHASSEM NAMAZI 
KHALID MOHAMED AL KHELEIWI magna cum laude RODGER CRAIG NELSON 
AL! IBRAI-IIM AL-MAzIDI JOHN EDWARD GUICHARD ARTHUR T. NEMIROW 
THAN! SAEED AL-SHARYANI MOJTABA HAKIM! cum laude 
LAURA ANNE BAKER MARILYN L. HALL MINH THI NGUYEN 
MARK BRIAN BARICH MARY MAHALA HENRY HITOSHI NINOMIYA 
cum laude GARY D. HOLE CRAIG R. NOVEL 
THOMAS GERARD BORTE PETER W. HWANG EVAN LLOYD OWEN III 
JEFFREY DAVID BOWER magna cum laude BRIAN KEITH PREDMORE 
GREGORY PERRIN BOWMAN THOMAS DAVID JUDD cum laude 
ERIC G. BRINSTER curn laude KAREN MARY QUENEMOEN 
WILLIAM PATRICK BROWN TAMARA KAY KELLY JAMES ANDREW READ 
cum laude TETSUYA KOSHIMURA DON CARRY ROBERSON 
CARLO CARACCIOLI DOUGLAS ALLEN LANG PAMELA J. ROME 
JAMES PASCHAL CECIL, JR. JAMES GORDON LANPHERE BABAK SAYYADI 
BRADFORD B.H. CHUN STEPHEN CHUN-KWOK LEUNG JAMES DANIEL SEESE 
SIN LING CHUNG ScOFF A. LOVE REZA SHARIF 
TIMOTHY BRYAN COOKE MINH LUU JULIA A. SIMPSON 
KENNETH H. COOPER SED R. Ly Scorr MICHAEL SMITH 
summa cum laude ABBOUD ABDULLAH MADHI ERIC MARTEN STARUP 
D0UGI.As WILLIAM DAMAN YASUMASA MATSUHIRA JOHN C. TEIGEN 
MICHAEL EDWARD DEFURIA DALE L. MAULDIN FRANK T0U* 
JOSEPH DELLWO DAVID JOHN MCCARTEN ARENT WIKEN* 
STUART MICHAEL DENBY magna curn laude DIANE IDA WooD 
STEVEN PAUL DUFFEK ALl REZA MEMARAN-DADGAR Scorr BRIAN WRIGHT 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GENERAL SCIENCE 
KAREN ADELE ALTON CATHERINE GEORGIA CHATAL CHRISTEPHER WILLIAM HALD 
DAVID MICHAEL ANDERSON curn laude JOANN MARIE RAY* 
cum laude CHRISTOPHER INMAN CLARK MICHAEL JOHN R0PA* 
SANDRA JEAN ANDERSON CINDY Lou FILIPPELLI LUIs ANTONIO VACA 
cuni laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION 
MARGARET LOUISE K0K ELIZABETH MARY PATRIN JACKELINE B. S0L* 
DIANE KATHLEEN NEELY JANE MARY PERRY* LEILANI P. TAGORDA* 
MARGARET SUSAN NORDMARK DANA L. READ MARY KAY WRIGHT* 
cum laude PEGGY JANE RIVERS* 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS 
KENNETH HUNG-MING PAl 	 DEBORAH RENEg SCHRADER 	 JONATHAN CHARLES WALKER 
magna cum laude 	 curn laude 	 curn laude 
participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete. 
Ffleen 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
MAX A. ALBERT 
Scorr GREGORY CAMPBELL 
CHRISTOPHER DEAN COLE 
TIMOTHY GREG DAvrn 
ABDULSTAR TAHER ELBACCUSH 
BIJIT GIRl 
MARCO AURELIO GONZALEZ 
DANIEL GLEN GORDON 
MARK JAMES GUCKER 
FINN JAKOBSEN 
PHILIP EDWARD JOHNSON 
DENNIS EUGENE KAMMERS 
CHIH..CHIAN Kuo 
RICHARD TIMOTHY MCCULLOUGH 
SHAHBAZ NAFTCHI 
CHRISTIAN D. RYLL 
NOEL LEE SPURLOCK 
NGHIA TRUNG TRAN 
rnagna cum laude 
NELSON WONG 
magna cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
JOHN OLUSESAN FADELE 	 VICKY L. WILSON 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
ERIKA LYNNE CHRISTOFFERSON 	 PARTO MOSHREFZADEI1* 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS 
LANCE RAYMOND DELO 	 BRIAN PAUL HANLIN 	 L0RI ANNE WEAVER 
cum laude 	 cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RADIATION THERAPY 
VIcroR You-H Wu 
Matteo Ricci College II 
BERNARD M. STECKLER, Ph.D., Interim Dean 	 ELIZABETH ANN JOHNSON 
Awarded to the student who most closely realizes the MRC ideal; one who marvels at the wealth of human experience yet 
wonders at its meaning; is open to diverse explanations yet demands critical reflection; acknowledges any truth yet 
questions its value and relevance; serves the human community yet asks whether its values accord with the continuing 
revelation of the divine to humanity. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
KAREN ADELE ALTON 
JODI LYNN ANABLE 
curn laude 
ELEANOR CAROLYN BIDDLE 
curn laude 
MARTIN JOSEPH BOSWORTH 
BASIL THOMAS BOURQUE 
cuin laude 
CONRAD JOSEPH CHAVEZ 
curn laude 
FRANCES ANNE DAHLINE* 
JOHN JOSEPH DALY, JR. 
JAN MATTHIAS DENBESTE 
PHILLIP BuRKLEY ELROD* 
Jo ANNE ELIZABETH EPPING 
summa cum laude 
CYNTHIA LYNN FERRIS 
DANIEL GLEN GORDON 
ANGELA SUE GRIMMER 
JEANNE-MARIE RENEE GUISE 
cum laude 
JEFFREY EDWARD HALL  
MARK HOUSTON HALL* 
TERESA ANN HAMI ,TON* 
ANDREW JOSEPH HENDRICKS 
rnagna cum laude 
MATrHEW ROBERT HENDRICKS 
magna cum laude 
THOMAS FRANCIS HESLIN, JR. 
KENNETH RICHARD HEUTMAKER 
KATHRYN RUTH HILL 
SCOTF MICHAEL GILLIS HILL 
THOMAS AQUINAS HOFFER 
ERIC JONATHAN HULL 
ANGELA LESLIE INOUYE* 
ELIZABETH ANN JOHNSON 
magna cum laude 
KATHLEEN MARIE KEYSER 
ANN ELIZABETH KOKESH 
cum laude 
JAMES DAVID MAIER 
DAWN MARIE MAYES 
KERRY MICHAEL MCKORKLE 
JOHN MICHAEL MERLINO* 
MIRIAM KEIKO MIYAKE 
cum laude 
SUSAN LYNN MOKLER 
JOHN PATRICK O'MALLEY 
ROGER D. OST, JR. 
SARAH OWENS* 
BRETr ANTHONY POWERS* 
KATHERINE WHITACRE POWERS 
KRISTINE LEE RAHE* 
JOANN MARIE RAY* 
ANNA MARIA ROBLES* 
LAURA RENEE SAUVAGE 
cum laude 
ANNE MARIE SWENSON 
STEPHEN DOUGLAS TRINEN* 
PETER ALEXANDER WARNEK 
rnagna curn laude 
MICHAEL KEITH WATSON 
ELLEN ANN ZITKOVICH* 
KATHY ELEN ZITKOVICH 
JENNIFER KAY ZUTIS 
Sixteen 
Graduate School 
MARYLOU WYSE, Ph.D., Dean 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
SHEILA DWYER SCATES 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
MONTE LEE BRIDGES 	 MARILYN ANNIN CARRITHERS 	 SHARON LEE RUFF 
HOLLY JANE CALL KELLY CLARENCE JARVIS 	 CYNTHIA A. SMITH-SCHMITr 
M. DIANE LITrEN 	 DONNA TYO-WEGNER 
MASTER OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY 
ELAINE LESLIE KOHUT CLARK DAVID L. HUFFORD DARYL A.M. RODRIGUES 
DANIEL OWEN CLINGAMAN DENICE COLLEEN KEEPIN MICHAEL SMITH 
LINDA RAVE COLFAX MICHAEL GEORGE LEIFER PAUL CHARLES SOPER 
GREGORY THOMAS DOOTSON BARBARA POST MAUSOLFF MELISSA HIGGINS STANDISH 
ROBERT PAUL GLASSEN BARBARA CARYL MESAS DIANE LYNN STANTON 
JAMES LAWRENCE GONZALES JEFFREY LEWIS MORRISON JEANNE ANN VAN BRONKHORST 
EDITH LOUISE HERMAN SUZANNE F. PARKER DEVORAH ROSE VERBURG-SACHS 
KATHLEEN CONLON RIDGWAY 
MASTER OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
MARILYNN CORMIER 	 RAY C. GLORE 	 KATHRYN MITCHELL REID 
MARY GARDNER DALE DEANNE LOUISE HAZLETON 	 CAROLYN MARIE RHEA 
BARBARA G. DICKER 	 CONSTANCE MARIE KAYE PATRICIA M. STONEMAN 
KATHRYN P. FORD JOANNE PATRICELLI MCDANIEL 	 LYNN HELENE VERSTEEG 
RICHARD H. PEEK 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MICHAEL E. ABER GERALDINE ANN CARL_SON RICHARD HARLAN HILLMAN 
TAMMY GAIL ABRAVANEL KIM SIK CHEUNG MARY KATHERINE VOGT HYDE 
ABDULMONEM RASHID ALRASHID STEVE T. CHIN NATALIE Y. N. ING 
FRANK ALAN BAIR LARRY KEITH CLARK SALLY TAYLOR JOHNSON 
KEVIN A. PAUL BALDOCK RANDY LYNN COGGESHALL STEVEN PETER JOHNSON 
CYNTHIA K' BARTOL KRISTY MCHUGH DAWES RICHARD DONALD JONES 
MARTIN KEVIN BOOTHROYD DONALD GEOFFREY DEKOEKKOEK JANE CALLANDER KESSLER 
JEFFREY TODD BOREK PAUL JOSEPH DWYER LARRY GORDON LEE 
CAROLYN CLINE BOYLE ROBERT E. ELLIS POKMAN LEUNG 
RANDAL FRANK BRAND ROBERT SHANNON FARNELL DAVID ALAN LEVENSON 
CLIFFORD JAMES BROOKS AMY FRANCES FERRON SHARON KESTER LINTON 
PATRICIA ANN BUDGE MARGOT F'ETZ DENNIS H. LOCKE 
RAINER BURGDORFER PATRICIA A. GILLIS RANDY MICHAEL LOVE 
DOUGLAS ERIC BURKE KENNETH RAY HALLMEN ROBIN LEIGH MCCAMONT 
LARRY D. BURNSTAD STEVE PATRICK HAYES JOHN LAWRENCE MCIVER 
Seventeen 
Ross MCCLAIN MURDOCK GREG E. RASALAN III ROBERT ANDREW STEVENS 
TODD BRINKMAN NELP BARBARA ELIZABETH REED HENRY SUsIL0wID10jO 
MICHAEL DAVID OARD CHARLES ARNOLD ROE ROBERT WAYNE SYPUTA 
ALVERNA L. PALMER LEANNE MICHELE ROE JOSEPH E. TATARKA 
KATHLEEN J. PAPANIA THOMAS C.L. ROGERS EL ToRA VEON TINSLEY 
FREDERICK JAMES PASQUALE RODNEY GEORGE SAKR1SON RODERICK WAYNE USTANIK 
RODNEY ALAN PETR SuGnu SANTOSA GARY E. VIHINEN 
JOHN C. POHL MARY THERESA SCHROEDER BARRY WEBBERLEY 
JOHN KLEIN PONATH GEORGE M. SHEPPARD STEVEN MAURICE WELLS 
PATRICK PAUL PRICHARD MICHAEL FUHUA SHIH JAMES NA! Yiu WONG 
TIMOTHY L. PULLEN JUDITH ANN SMITH JOHN W. ZUMSTEG 
MASTER OF COUNSELING 
KATE R. CASEY KATHLEEN M. JENNINGS KATHLEEN MARIE SWAN 
GEORGE LINDSEY GARNER HELEN LUNDIN KESTER JARALENE MARY SPRING 
BARBARA Jo GARRETF RACHEL WRIGHT NORDIN MARCEIL TEN EYCK VADHEIM 
DONNA ROSE HISERMAN KATHRYN A. PRATT CAROL JEAN WIELTSCHNIG 
JANE THERESA HOWARD KATHY LEA Wrrr 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
RODERICK ARTHUR AGASSIZ DAVID EDWARD HARRINGTON ALLEN T. NAKANO 
KATHRYN CLINE ALLEN JANICE JEAN HElD THOMAS ARTHUR NEUMANN 
PAMELA CHRISTINE BEZONA KATHLEEN MoRSE HOFF BEVERLY ABRAHAM NORMAN 
CHARLENE RUTH BLAISDELL NANCY JANE MCCORKLE JOHNSON SHIRLEY MAY PATrERSON 
CHERYL LEE BOND LINDA KAY KRUMINS LLYN CHRISTINE RAINEY 
STEVEN DUANE DAVIS SUSAN CHERBERG LAZAR LINDA GAIL RICE 
JOAN A. DORE ROY WILLIAM MAINGER DOUGLAS D. SMITH 
THERESA B. FIGURELLI IRENE HARUKO MATSUDA PEGGY LAINEN STANLEY 
MARY LOUISE FORD ARLIENE MERLE MILLER PAUL P. TURNER 
RUTHANNE MACADAM FOUKIMOANA WILLY M. MILLER JOAN L. BERRY WAiT 
MICHAEL LAMONT FULLER BARBARA ANN SHAW MOORE JANET MILLS WILSON 
GEORGE 0. MORRIS, S.J. BONNIE JEAN WOLFF 
MASTER OF MINISTRY 
BARBARA J. BEAUDREAU KATHLEEN ROSALIE FERNHOLZ CHRISTINE MARIE RUDOLPH 
B. JANE BODINE LORRAINE F. JULIEN GREGORY JOHN STEVENS 
MARGARET ANN CREAGH PATRICIA LEAH MCCRANN KEVIN HENRY THOMAS 
JOSEPH R. CURTIS ELIZABETH ROSE PALUKA ETHEL ROSE VESPER 
SR. STEPHANIE C. DOLYNIUK SHARON ANN RACKERS SR. PATRICIA JEAN WILEY 
MASTER OF PASTORAL MINISTRY 
MARILYN JEAN BARRY ANNE LENT HENDRICES SR. ELEANOR M. LuCEY 
JULIA ANN BUCHER LISA RAE JANKANISH S. YOLANDA MATHENSKI, S.N.J.M. 
SUSAN JOAN CONNERY JEANETrE MARESH LITrLE MARGARET T. MULLER 
SR. PAULA FERGEN MARY CONSTANCE LOUGHRAN JOANNE LOUISE SCHAEFER 
Eighteen 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
CHRISTOPHER JOHN BINGHAM CAROLYN MEDORA KROON rHEA SIERAK 
SUSAN LEE BUSLER EILEEN AGNES MCSHERRY STEVEN DUANE THOMPSON 
CLARK SHERMAN COLVIN KAREN MARGARET MORGAN FELIGENE G. VALMONTE 
MARVIN LEONARD CUMMING JAMES A. MORRIS SHARON F. VAN VALIN 
ELAINE LOUISE DALY KATHRYN MARIE NAESETH KAREN K. WHITE 
JOHN TIMOTHY DOLAN SHARON SHARP PARADIS KATHLEEN MARY WIELTSCHNIG 
JANICE DANIELS HARWELL CURTIS ROGER PEDERSON MARY ELIZABETH WILLIAMS 
PATRICIA ANN HUGHES LEMBIT ERICH RATASSEPP ALICE M. WOLDT 
DAVID JAMES KLUDT DAVID DUANE SEIDEL 
MASTER OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
PRISCILLA ANN BENEFIELD 	 KATHLEEN HORVAT 	 MARGARET MARY MULLIGAN 
ED A. EDWARDS 	 MICHAEL KEEBLE LENORA MARY PIPES 
ANNE FLYNN DANIEL EDWARD LE JEUNE 	 MARGARET ANN REARDON 
ROBERT SCOTT GARDNER 
MASTER OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
MICHAEL LET BARRAT DOUGLAS L. FREDERICK DONNA JOYCE STOCK 
ERIC JAY BEAN NEAL WARREN GRONLUND JOSEPH EDWIN SUTTON 
DAVID M. CHINN EDWARD J. LOGAN, JR. THOMAS CLIFFORD SUTTON 
HUBERT MICHAEL CICCHILLO THOMAS JOSEPH PEARSON CURTIS THOMAS TROUPE 
DALE H. DEGRAFF JACK A. RAHN JEANNE KALPOUSOS WI-IITEHURST 
KENNETH AARON DILBECK 
MASTER OF TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING 
MELVYN DON BLOCK 	 BAHMAN HADI 	 DAVID N. SMITH 
FRANK OSARUGUE EDOMWONYI 	 BERNHARD WOLFGANG SEIDEL 	 DOUGLAS RUDOLPH WATSON 
Nineteen 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
JANICE MARJORIE BARACH 
"An Assessment of Program Development in Em-
ployee Assistance Programs Within a Public 
School Setting" 
LINDA ANN BARKER 
"Lea4ership: Albert A. Lemieux and Seattle Uni-
veTs ity" 
VIRGINIA A. PETERSON BECK 
The Most important Functions of School Princi-
pals and the Factors Used to Select Them in the 
State of Washington' 
MERWYN ALTON BOCUE, JR. 
"Job Satisfaction Determinants for Selected Col-
legiate Admissions Directors and Registrars" 
WANDA BUCKNER BRACE 
"An Investigation of the Relationships Among Di -
rect Writing Scores, indirect Language Arts 
Scores, and a Computer Text Analysis Program" 
CAROLE E. DAVIS 
"Elementary Educators' Perceptions of Schools' 
Role in Child SexualAbu.se" 
GORDON LEE DOLMAN 
"Application of the Delphi Technique to the 
identification of Effective Educational Program-
ming for Youth in Corrections" 
DENNIS L ELWEL,L 
"An Ecco Analysis of Formal and Informal Com-
munication Network Characteristics Within Se-
lected Schools and the Central Office of a Paro-
chial School District" 
PATRICIA ANN GREENSLITr FYFE 
"Once A Nurse, Always A NurseP A Study of the 
Effectiveness of Registered Nurse Refresher Cours-
es in Washington State" 
BARBARA BRADY HENECHAN 
"Classified Employee Evaluation System Develop-
ment and implementation in the Kent, Washing-
ton, School District" 
TIMOTHY W. MCCARTHY 
"The Relationships Among Trust, Job Satisfac- 
tion, and Teacher Perceptions of Pinnpal Effectiveness" 
HELEN SMITH MORROW 
"Computerized Nursing Care Plans for Long 
Term Care" 
DOUGLAS MICHAEL NELSON 
"The Impacts of Collective Bargaining on the 
Public Schools of the State of Washington: A 
Perceptual Study" 
IHEUKWUMERE JOHNNY NJOKU 
"The Relevance of Education for Political Partici-
pation in imo State of Nigeria" 
DIANE LYNN PHILLIPS 
"Attitudes Toward Female School Administrators 
in the State of Washington" (with Sydney Voor -
hees) 
RAYMOND LEE PHILLIPS 
"The Path-Goal Leadership Theory: An Educa-
tional Application" 
GARY GORDON RUDE 
"Josephine Corlrss Preston: A Study of Educa-
tional Leadership" 
ROSE ELLA DICKINSON SILVA 
"The Effects of Auxiliary Reading Teachers on 
Reading Achievements in the Federal Way School 
District 1968-1981" 
BRUCE ANGUS ULLOCK 
"Attitude Change Towards Handicapped Child-
ren: A Curricular and Inservice intervention" 
SYDNEY VAN VOORHEES 
"Attitudes Toward Female School Administrators 
in the State of Washington" (with Diane Phillips) 
THOMAS HUDSON WILKENSON 
"Police Organ izations, Planning, and the Com-
munity: A Case Study of a Police Executive Plan-
ning Project" 
Thventy 
Formal Conftrral of Degrees 
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J. 
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT 
BY VIRTUE OF THE AUTHORITY GRANTED BY THE CHARTER OF SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
AND VESTED IN ME BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
AND ACTING UPON THE RECOMMENDATION 
OF THE DEANS AND FACULTIES OF THE SEVERAL COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS, 
I HEREBY CONFER UPON THE GRADUATES OF 1986 
WHO HAVE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THEIR PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
AND BEEN SO CERTIFIED BY THE REGISTRAR OF THE UNIVERSITY, 
THE DEGREES OF BACHELOR, MASTER AND DOCTOR 
WITH ALL THE RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES PERTAINING THEREUNTO. 
President 's A ward 
ROGER ELLIOTT GEORGE 
Awarded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest scholarship throughout four years. A symbol of 
outstanding achievement, the President's Award is an engraved silver tray. 
The Reverend James B. McGoldrick, S.J. Fellowship 	
JOHN D. ESHELMAN, Ph.D. 
In recognition of his outstanding devotion to students, dedication to his faculty and promotion of the Jesuit ethos, John 
D. Eshelman, a faculty member since 1969 and Dean of the Albers School of Business since 1976, is hereby named by the 
President of the University as the Reverend James B. McGoldrick, S.J. Fellow for the 1986-87 academic year. 
Emeritus Recognition 
Seattle University in sincere and grateful acknowledgement of a lengthy and dedicated career of service to the University 
and its students, is pleased to confer the rank of Professor Emeritus on: 
DOLLY ITo, D.N.S. - PROFESSOR OF NURSING 
JAMES M. CASEY 
JAMES W. FINN 
JOHN P. GALLAGHER 
MYR1ME LECFIJRE 
Golden Jubilee Graduates 	 KENNETH MCCLAIRE 
Seattle University is proud to honor these five members of the Class of 1936 who graduated 50 years ago and could be 
with us today. 
One Millionth Jesuit Graduate 
In 1986 the one millionth living alumnus/a will graduate from a Jesuit College or university in the United States. Each of 
the 28 Jesuit colleges in the U.S., including Seattle University, will select one graduate to symbolically represent this one 
millionth Jesuit graduate. 
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Honors Program Graduates 
The Seattle University Humanities Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year program is an historically 
ordered, integrated study of the great thinkers of the western world designed to create and stimulate a broad appreciation 
and a critical awareness of human thought and achievement in the socio-cultural context. After completing the Honors 
Program, students pursue degree requirements in a specific major. 
The following students have completed the program: Sandra J. Anderson, Andrew 0. Dolbeck, Kevin P. Donnelly, Mary 
K. Eberdt, Laura M. Ellison, Robert J. Graham, Stephanie B. Jocums, Constance E. Luciano, Andrew E. Ott, Robert C. 
Phillips, Jennifer Schreiner Ewers, Diane M. Vinson and John S-G. Worden. 
Commissions 
LT. Coi. WARREN T. HUCKABAY, M.A. 
JUNE, 1986 - Brian J. Bagley, Military Police; Mark K. Barkley, Field Artillery; James G. O'Loughlin, Unassigned; 
Michael J. Ropa, Ordinance Corps; Tracy J. Williams, Army Nurse Corps; and Margaret L. Young, Signal Corps. 
JULY, 1986 - Thein Dan Khin, Unassigned. 
AUGUST, 1986 - Andrew C. Pettit, Transportation Corps. 
Student Academic Awards 
Eugene F. Fabre Award—Presented annually by Alpha Sigma Nu to the senior Maria DiLorenzo 
who has done the most to promote scholarship, loyalty and service 
John F. Kennedy Memorial Prize in Political Science Sean Q. Kelly 
Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award Adrienne P. Lisoskie 
Albers School of Business Distinguished Service Award Eddie Keung Chan 
Linda L. Pigott 
Albers School of Business Leadership Award Madeleine J. O'Rourke 
Woodrow R. Clevinger Memorial Award Nita L. Segale 
Alpha Kappa Psi Scholarship Key Award Michael P. Arians 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Member Award Susan L. Campbell 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Junior Award James B. Claypool 
Master of Business Administration Scholarship Award Barry Webberley 
Hal Lemon Memorial Award Margaret C. Anderson 
Student Achievement Awards 
Sigma Theta Tau - Outstanding Nursing Senior Awards 	 Marianne Klaas 
Laurel Robinson 
University President's Trophy 	 Brian J. Bagley 
ROTC Commander's Sabre Award 	 Brian J. Bagley 
Fr. James B. McGoldnck S.J., Award for Leadership Excellence 	 Bryan L. Cox 
Superior Senior Cadet 	 Roberta J. Blanchard 
Colonel Steven J. Millet Award 	 Raymond Loo 
Military Order of World Wars - Gold 	 Mark Barkley 
- Silver Holly Culver 
- Bronze 	 Luther Daly 
American Society of Civil Engineers, Regional Student Paper Competition - First Place 	 Gary Oakes 
American Society of Civil Engineers, Regional Student Paper Competition - Third Place Michael Choy 
Twenty- Two 
Student Honoraries 
ALPHA SIGMA NU, NATIONAL JESUIT HONORARY 
Louise Amasol, Michael Baldwin, Robert Battle, Walt Beglau, Catherine Chatal, Michael Davy, Maria DiLorenzo, Mary 
Dixon, Andrew Dolbeck, Henry Eckstein, Joanne Epping, Lynn Flynn, Deborah Furnia, Mildred Gabo, Debra Grohs, 
Monica Guerrero, Jeanne-Marie Guise, Juliet Gustavson, Clarke Hammersley, David Hankins, Andrew Hendncks, Joni 
Hulin, Peter Hwang, Scott Izutsu, Donna Jack, Evelyn Jacobsen, Stephanie Jocums, Elizabeth Johnson, Michael Keast, 
Marianne Klaas, Mary LaPoint, Tane Lazzar, Kari Lettich, Constance Luciano, Miriam Miyake, Nora Moks, Michael 
Moore, L. David Murphy, Nikta Nazeri, Elizabeth Neeson, Dolly Ng, Madeleine O'Rourke, Birgit Peterson, Anna Prata, 
Peggy Rivers, David Robinson, Laurel Robinson, Sonya Sacks, Laura Sauvage, Nancy Schultz, Deborah Scott, Patricia 
Shapiro, Sheila Shewey, Frank Siefken, Sussan Soltani, Mary Sweeney, Monica Syraalya, Nghia Tran, Mario Trevino, 
Victoria Turel, Patricia Turner, Patricia Unfred, Danielle Van Treek, Marie Vartanian, Diane Vinson, Jonathan Walker, 
Karen Welch, Edie Wilch and Mary Wilkerson. 
BETA ALPHA PSI, NATIONAL ACCOUNTING HONORARY 
Mary Almonte, Margaret Anderson, Susan Campbell, Scarlett Cava, Jim Claypool, Maureen Dempsey, Ceclia Farris, 
Pat Forsman, Jerry Goade, John Helmon, Janet Hoyman, Scott Izutsu, Kelly Lang, Julie MacDonald, Kathleen 
McCullough, Cathy Minter, Emi Mito, Tia Moeller, Mike Moore, Oscar Mraz, Debbie Neff, John O'Leary, Madeleine 
O'Rourke, Jack Piza, Sean Quinn, Frank Rokosz, Debbie Scott, Eric Shannon, Chris Simmons, Pat Smith, Bill Taylor, 
Tye Thorson, Vicki Turel, Tarron Ward, Brian White, Peggy Whitlow, Doug Wicklund, Frances Wong, Russ Wright, 
Elise Young and Ellen Zitkovich. 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA, NATiONAL BUSINESS HONORARY 
Michael P. Arians, Zac Yukei Branche, Patricia A. Budge, Kim Sik Cheung, Joni Lee Deierling, Jerold J. Goade, Jr, 
Douglas H. Kleibier, Susan Kydd, Joyce Lackie-Astell, Adrienne P. Lisuskie, Tod H. Lockard, Julie A. MacDonald, 
Robin L. McCamont, Roi-Lynn Munsey, Patrick P. Prichard, Deborah Scott, Henry Susilowidjojo, Victoria L. Turel, 
Roderick W. Ustanik, Barry Webberley, Russell J. Wright, Amy J. Yackulic and John M. Zillen. 
SIGMA P1 SIGMA, NATIONAL PHYSICS HONORARY 
Lance Delo and Lori Weaver. 
SIGMA THETA TAU, NATIONAL NURSING HONORARY 
Julie Ann Bautista, Susan Bundt, Ida Campbell, Tamara Fitzpatrick, Sandra Flaherty, Heidi Flatow, Naomi Follansbee, 
Terrence Furlong, Debra Grohs, Cheryl Henley, Deborah Lawson, Colleen Meshke, Lori Ann Murphy, Sarah Poston, 
Mary Ransom, Dana Shinnick, Nancy Morgan Shurtleff, Julie Smith, Judith Strandlein and Mary Wilkerson. 
TAU BETA P1, NATIONAL ENGINEERING HONOR SOCIETY 
Chris Anderson, Mark Barich, John Barnes, Bradley Barrows, William Brown, Lynn Daugherty, David Davis, Richard 
Hendricks, Todd Hill, Peter Hwang, Finn Jakobsen, Daniel Jellen, George Johnson, Thomas Judd, Angela Labbe, David 
McCarten, Arthur Nemirow, John Ostlund, James Read, Chester Wilson, Nelson Wong and Scott Wright. 
Scholarships 
Seattle University has many corporate and memorial donors who are very generous to the University. We have listed 
only those scholarship recipients who are graduating seniors. 
CORPORATE! MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
ALUMNI MERIT: Patricia Unfred 
BOEING COMPANY: William P. Brown 
CH AVELLE FOUNDATION: Charles Farrington 
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP: Christopher Simmons 
LOUELLA COOK: Marie Shaughnessy, Sheila Shewey 
MICHELS FAMILY: Andrew Ott 
Twenty- Three 
NAEF SCHOLARS: Jodi Anable, Maria DiLorenzo, Mary Dixon, Andrew Dolbeck, Joanne Epping, Roger George, 
Robert Graham, Matthew Hendricks, Stephanie Jocums, Marianne Klaas, Madeleine O'Rourke, Deborah Scott and 
Sheila Shewey. 
SAFECO MERIT: Jerold Goade and Monica Guerrero 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY MERIT: Wanda Akers, Louise Amasol, Michael Baldwin, Rebecca Behram, Theresa Bell, 
Lisa Bindara, Kenneth Darcy, Mary Dixon, Hank Eckstein, Lynn Flynn, Pamela Freed, Judith Kallenberger, Michael 
Keast, Kathryn Leightaylor, Emerita Luceno, Joan Magill, Amber McKinlay, Eileen Mulcaire, Roy Oman, Sarah 
Poston, Laurel Robinson, Debi Schrader, Anne Shields, Patricia Turner, Jonathan Walker, Done Wallace and 
Shannon Williams. 
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS: Jennifer Bill 
BIA/ HOOPA VALLEY: Done Wallace 
KOTZEBUE IRA COUNCIL: Allen Jessup 
NANA SCHOLARSHIP: Allen Jessup 
SEALASKA: Roger George 
TLINGIT & HAIDA: Roger George 
YAKIMA NATION: Carol Lucei 
AHEPA FAMILY: Leonidas Alatis 
AMERICAN SAMOA: Genevieve Steffany 
AUXILLARY OF GROUP HEALTH: Tamara Fitzpatrick 
CATHOLIC DAUGHTERS: Katherine Hill 
FIRST INTERSTATE BANK WEST: Timothy Szambelam 
FRED ZAHN SCHOLARS HIP: Roger George 
KAMEHAMEHA: Loni Tomczyk 
LAN HAM SCHOLARSHIP: Walter Beglau 
MARY MAHONEY SCHOLARSHIP: Kathleen Marshall 
MISS WASHINGTON: Michelle Brown 
MT. ZION BAPTIST: Ventris Woods 
NORTHWEST HOSPITAL AUXILLARY: Catherine McQueen 
WASHINGTON STATE MEDICAL RECORDS: Peggy Rivers 
ZIMMERMAN SCHOLARSHIP: Louise Amasol 
HONORS PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIPS 
Jennifer A. Blue, Theodore P. Byrne, Janes J. Davis, Rita A. Dufresne, Robin M. Eastridge, Jennifer A. Grathwol, 
Christopher P. Hanna, Edward R. Harper, Jr., Thomas J. Higgins, LeAnne M. Huebner, Michelle M. Kail, Kathleen M. 
McShane, Connie M. Michels, Melissa L. Miller, Cnistopher J. Morris, Michael F. Mullen, John J. O'Callaghan, Marlis 
I. Petersen, Margaret E. Rempe, Carla P. Roskam, Jean M. Sherry, Kristina L. Sigloh, Brian R. Smith, Matthew J. 
Smith, Louise A. Sterley, Timothy C. Verharen, Dawn M. Warner and Matthew G. Whitcomb. 
ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS 
Brian J. Bagley, Thein Dan Khin, Michael J. Ropa, Tracy J. Williams and Margaret L. Young. 
STUDENT SERVICE SCHOLARShIPS 
Angie Babcock, Spectator Assistant to the Editor; Tnsha Brown, ASSU Activities Vice President; Conrad Chavez, ASSU 
Production Artist; Laurinda Clark, Spectator Production Manager; Elisa Florendo, ASSU Executive Coordinator; Abbey 
Gherman, ASSU President; Shelly Griffin, Spectator Copy Editor; Clarke W. Hammersley, Spectator News Editor; Neil 
Hayward, Spectator Business Manager; Lorena Mayuga, ASSU Executive Coordinator; Nita Mustapha, ASSU Execu-
tive Secretary; Jeff Nicholls, ASSU Publicity Ditector; Chullaine O'Reilly, Spectator Editor; Brian Rooney, Spectator 
Photo Editor; John Schwab, ASSU Treasurer; Lorine Singleton, ASSU First Vice President; Sanjay Sippy, Spectator 
Sales Manager; Debbie Sweet, ASSU Activities Assistant; John Teehan, Spectator Copy Editor, Lance R. Tormey, 
Spectator Ants and Entertainment Editor; Thertsak Sae Tung, Spectator Sports Editor, Dean Visser, Spectator Feature 
Editor; Allison Westfall, Spectator Assistant News Editor; and Vonne Worth, Spectator Editorial Page Editor. 
The appearance of names in this program should not be construed as official 
recognition that all degree requirements are completed. 
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